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About us

Tom Glueck ‐ President
Tom Glueck, a decorated Vietnam War Veteran,
has nearly 50 years experience directing
operations for the family business of Hillside
Maintenance Supply Co. During his long tenure
with Hillside, Tom has established and
maintained valuable business relationships
within the cleaning industry. His negotiation
skills and experience gives Pet ProClean the
ability to offer the best in competitive pricing
and services.

Jim Glueck – Vice President
Jim Glueck brings 30+ years of finance and
customer development to Pet ProClean. Prior to
joining the family business, Hillside Maintenance
Supply Co., in 1979, he was Bank America’s
commercial loan officer for Southern California.
Jim’s dedication to addressing customer needs
has helped build Hillside’s reputation as a leader
in the cleaning industry. This standard assures
the highest level of customer care for Pet
ProClean.

Alex Glueck – Sales and Business
Development
Alex’s involvement in the family business in a
variety of roles most of his life gives him the
ability to focus upon the individual needs of his
customers. He combines his love of animals and
passion for ecologically responsible business
operations with his LEED certification

Karen Glueck Gerfen – Veterinary
Industry Consultant
Karen has over 30 years of experience from
starting out in a small town mixed practice, to
being the Director of Training and Safety for a
publicly-traded veterinary hospital company.
She has developed and implemented a vast
number of training programs including a proven
OSHA/Safety training system specifically for
animal hospitals.

Hillside Maintenance Supply is a
family owned company serving the
greater Cincinnati market since 1933.
We pride ourselves on being a
service oriented company and a
valuable resource for knowledge and
training in the field of cleaning and
sanitation products and solutions.

With over 30 years in the veterinary
industry, in both privately owned
hospitals and corporate veterinary
companies, the fourth generation of
our family has launched a division of
Hillside created to meet the specific
needs of animal hospitals.
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Reception

Are maintaining the
floors of your
hospital a
challenge?
Have they lost their
shine?
Our team of floor
care professionals
can make
recommendations
for the best
approach.

Just about every client experience expert
talks about the importance of the first
impression.
What are your clients seeing, smelling and
feeling when they walk in the door of
your hospital?
Are you making a good first impression?

We can help!

Exam rooms
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Do you really
know how long
clients wait?
Have you spent
time in your
exam rooms as
a client would?
What do you
think they are
doing when they
are waiting 5-10
minutes?
Looking around!

Another critical opportunity to make a
positive impression is your exam rooms
where clients spend idle time waiting.
Are your floors and baseboards clean?
Are dust bunnies “barking” at them?
Does it smell good?
Are you making a good impression?

We can help!
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Treatment

Do you have
confidence in
the products
you are using?
Are the products
you are using
damaging your
equipment and
surfaces?
Do you have
team members
that are
sensitive to the
products they
are using?

We know how important it is to keep your
workplace clean and organized.
It is key to keeping your hospital running
smoothly.
We also know how important it is to prevent
the spread of infection amongst your patients.

We can help!
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Kennel/Boarding

Do you wish
you had
information to
help make
caring for your
patients easier?
Do your
hospitalized
pets and
boarders go
home with
“animal
hospital smell”?
Can you even
tell?

We know you want to take the best care of
your clients’ family members - your patients.
We also know you want to protect them and
send them back home happy and healthy.

We can help!
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Housekeeping

Do you wish
you had tools
to help make
clean up fast
and
uncomplicated?
Are you tired of
trying different
products?
Would expert
advice be
helpful?

Housekeeping and maintenance is a daily
reality at busy animal hospitals.
Paying attention to detail and getting the job
done quickly and the right way is critically
important.
That way your hospital team can focus on
what’s most important – the pets in your care.

We can help!
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The environment

We are LEED
GA Certified
LEED is a set of
rating systems for
the design,
construction,
operation, and
maintenance
of green buildings,
homes and
neighborhoods.
Developed by
the U.S. Green
Building
Council (USGBC),
it is intended to help
building owners and
operators be
environmentally
responsible and use
resources efficiently
as well as provide
safe and healthy
environments for
people to work in.

Would you like to
develop a
comprehensive
green cleaning
program?

We are dedicated to helping you provide a
safe and clean environment for the pets in
your care, in an ecologically responsible
way.
We carry a variety of green, all natural
products and are keeping in touch with the
marketplace to continue to offer our clients
a variety of choices.
We can play a critical supportive role in
helping you obtain and/or maintain LEED
certification points through the products we
have available.

We can help!
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Inventory

Would you like
help with your
housekeeping
inventory?
Could your
hospital
benefit from
inventory
management
training?
Are you tired
of running to
big box stores
to get what
you need?

We can help you make the right choices for cleaning
equipment and solutions. Placing orders with
Hillside is easy and convenient.
We offer a number of ways to get the job done; you
can place orders by phone, meet with our
representatives for recommendations and to get
your questions answered, or order 24/7 with our
online service.

Would you
like expert
advice?
Purchasing in an animal hospital is a critical
function, not just for cleaning and maintenance
supplies, but for all of your hospital needs from diets
to drugs and medical supplies.
Our complimentary training course designed
specifically for animal hospitals, can help your team
in improving your bottom line.
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Safety compliance

Is OSHA and
Safety
Compliance
bogging your
staff down?

Would you like
a simple, easy
to implement
and proven
program?

Could you use
help with staff
safety training?

Could you use
help with
regular safety
inspections?

Implementing a safety program and complying with
OSHA requirements does not have to be tedious.
Because we are a company that sells chemicals and
other maintenance products it is something we have
years of experience with.

We know most of you have likely purchased other
safety programs. How are they working for your
hospital?
Our veterinary operations expert comes from a
background of developing and implementing a
nation-wide, proven, easy to implement program
that has held up during OSHA inspections , and met
AAHA approval during the certification process.
We want to make an easy to implement program
available to you when you become our client.

Ask us about how to get signed up!

Other products
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Are there other products
we might help you find?
Hillside carries thousands
of products.
Here’s a category list:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Floor care products
Sanitizing products
Biohazard products
Laundry supplies
Safety products
Vacuums

• Paper products
• Garbage cans and
liners
• Brooms and mops
• Office supplies
• Steam cleaners
• Floor refinishers

A family company, since 1933
3025 Concordia Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45206, 800‐433‐2350

Pet ProClean
A Division of Hillside Maintenance Supply
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Pet ProClean Cleaners

ProVetLogic Animal Facility Disinfectant Cleaner
300001EA

Gal.

300002EA

1/2 Gal.

300005

5 Gal.

ea

30 Gal.

ea

300007

55 Gal.

ea

Animal Facility Concentrated Disinfectant Cleaner and Deodorizer
is a highly effective product for use on hard nonporous surfaces in
animal facilities. Fresh linen odor, moderate foam, blue color. pH:
10.0 - 12.0; Quaternary ammonium chloride base.

ProVetLogic Animal Facility Disinfectant Cleaner
1/2 Gal.

4/cs

Animal Facility Concentrated Disinfectant Cleaner and Deodorizer
is a highly effective product for use on hard nonporous surfaces in
animal facilities. Fresh linen odor, moderate foam, blue color. pH:
10.0 - 12.0; Quaternary ammonium chloride base. Precision Pour
Bottle, 4 per case.

ProVetLogic Kennel Care Floor Cleaner/Deodorizer
300015

5 Gal.

ea

300016
300017

30 Gal.
55 Gal.

ea
ea

300010EA

1/2 Gal.

4/cs

A high performance, bacterial-enriched floor cleaner, odor
eliminator, organic waste degrader and floor drain maintainer.
Fresh linen odor, moderate foam, green color. pH: 9.0 - 10.0;
Detergent blend base.

ProVetLogic Kennel Care Floor Cleaner/Deodorizer
300012

1/2 Gal.

4/cs

A high performance, bacterial-enriched floor cleaner, odor
eliminator, organic waste degrader and floor drain maintainer.
Fresh linen odor, moderate foam, green color. pH: 9.0 - 10.0;
Detergent blend base.

ProVet Logic Wipes Refill Canister
300072EA

2

ea

ea

300006

300003EA

ProVetLogic ProLock Wall Mounted ProLoc System
300050

4/cs
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6/cs

1-ounce of Animal Facility Disinfectant with 32-ounces of
water creates 160 wet wipe towels. Effective against Canine
Parvovirus and 31 other animal infectious agents. 6 Pack.

Green button dispenses 1.25 ounces for general disinfection. Red
button dispenses 4 ounces for disinfection of Canine Parovirus and
general disinfection. Bucket fill hose, bottle fill hose.

ProVetLogic ProFoam2 Foam & Rinse Chemical
Dilution Gun
300052

ea

A hose end 96 oz foamer offering automatic dilution with
convenient control of where and how ProVetLogic V01 & V02
concentrated cleaning solutions are applied.

Hydro® AccuDose™ Model 38331 Dispenser w/
E-Gap
10160300

ea

The most economical way to dispense a wide variety of
automatically diluted solutions into spray bottles, buckets or other
containers at the touch of a button. One product dispenser. Dilution
Range: 3.5 GPM Max/Min: 350:1/3.5:1. Environmentally friendly.

Hydro® AccuDose™ Two Product Dispenser w/
E-Gap, 1 GPM
10160400

ea

Economical way to dispense a wide variety of automatically diluted
solutions into spray bottles, buckets or other containers at the
touch of a button. (2) 1 GPM. Dilution: 128:1 max; 3:1 min.

Hydro® AccuDose™ 3 Product Dispenser w/E-Gap,
3.5 GPM
10160500

ea

Economical way to dispense a wide variety of automatically diluted
solutions into spray bottles, buckets or other containers at the
touch of a button. (0) 1 GPM; (3) 3.5 GPM. Dilution: 350:1 max;
3.5:1 min.
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Pet ProClean Tools
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18" Loop Velcro Mops

PRO-LINK® Rough Surface Wet Mops
199313

Medium

Green

ea

225711

Medium

Blue

ea

Unique microfiber blend and fantail style picks up the smallest dirt
particles on all rough surfaces with a wide surface span, providing
effective, even coverage for the best deep cleaning. No shredding
or leaving lint on abrasive surfaces. Heavy-duty strands stand up to
everyday mopping. Launderable.

10142630

18 inces

Green

ea

10142640

18 inces

Red

ea

Golden Star® ULTRA Aggressor Flat Mops
220229

Green

12/cs

220230

Red

12/cs

Nexstep Quick Change™ Mopstick Metal Handle
221453

60"

12/cs

Double Bucket Mopping System
10113200

Extremely durable, yet lightweight. Heavy duty sanitary black
plastic frame. Easy trigger release allows you to quickly discard
soiled mop without touching it. 60" long x 1" diameter; Black.
Swivel hang cap will not crack, warp or splinter.

18" Aluminum Velcro Frame
10142600

ea

Large capacity. Mopping system features two 5 gallon
buckets with wringer.

MaxiRough® 32 Qt. Mop Bucket & Wringer
222558

Each

ea

Sidepress wringer for use with up to 32 oz. mops. Hook on
wringer holds mopstick securely in place when not in use. Slot
on rim of bucket makes securing scraper safe & easy. Yellow.

For use with mircrofiber dust mops.

Nuance Aluminum Telescopic Handle
10111500

PRO-LINK® Microfiber Clothes 16" x 16"

12/cs

Aluminum telescopic handle fits pocket, tab, wall wash
frames.

A & B Wiper Easy Flow Bucketless Mop Starter Kits
230758

Kit w/16" Frame

191298

16" x 16"

Blue

144/cs

10010500

16" x 16"

Green

144/cs

10010700

16" x 16"

Red

144/cs

Makes cleaning dusting and polishing a breeze. 16" x 16". 5 per
bag.

ea

Includes Easy Flo handle with reservoir. Mop frame comes in
various sizes and is also included in kit.

For additional information Visit us at www.petproclean.com
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Pet ProClean Tools

PRO-LINK® Brown Heavy Duty Pad
107761

Malish Crimped Poly Kettle Brushes

Brown Heavy Duty Pad

300509
300508

5/cs

Nylon/polyester utility pads. Tiny hooks hold pad in place. For use
in corners, along baseboards, molding, and on steps. Use with
PRO-LINK® Swivel Pad Holder. 4 1/2" x 10".

Doodlebug Pad Holder w/Threaded Collar
108541

4" x 10"
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Large kettles, vats and mixers are no match for this tool; designed
not to mar or scratch equipment. Plastic block. Trim length: 2".
Overall dimensions: 6" W x 10" L.

Malish Color-Coded Hygienic Squeegees

ea
300516
300515

Features "all direction" swivel action. Accepts standard Acme
threaded handle. Heavy-duty assembly and swivel mechanism
withstand rugged use. Hooked base holds 4" x 10" scouring pads
securely. Blue.

Malish Color-Coded Short Handled Pot Brushes
300501
300500

Green
Red

2/cs
2/cs

Green
Red

Polyester
Polyester

6/cs
6/cs

18"
18"

Green
Red

6/cs
6/cs

These plastic framed squeegees are durable, economical and use
a standard threaded handle. The EVA blade will not mark, which
enables greater efficiencies for the toughest jobs. Color-coded
threads for use in HACCP programs. Plastic frame.

Malish Color-Coded Handles
300531
300530

60"
60"

Green
Red

6/cs
6/cs

Makes cleaning pots, pans and many other containers safe and
easy. The textured grip prevents your hand from slipping, while our
unique contoured handle provides a perfect angle for scrubbing
without scraping your knuckles. 9 1/2" x 1 5/8" trim. White plastic
block.

Our full line of color-coded handles is ideal for HACCP programs.
These tough fiberglass handles are available in 48" and 60"
lengths with a swivel hang-up hole and durable tip. A long-lasting
and excellent value. 15/16" diameter length.

Malish Multi-Level Scrubs

Malish Color-Coded Angle Brooms

300506
300505

Green
Red

300540
300541

6/cs
6/cs

These tough scrubs are designed to get under counters, around
cabinets and other equipment. Polyester with white plastic block
material. Trim: 1 3/4" - 2". Overall length: 10".

For additional information Visit us at www.petproclean.com

Red
Green

Each
Each

Without handle.
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Pet ProClean Facility Products www.PetProClean.com
HYSO® HYScent Solo Dispenser

PRO-LINK® Paramount Floral Foam Soap
10082600

1250 mL

3/cs

Features a scientifically advanced formula that sets new standards
for sensory appeal, sustainability and performance. Formulated
with moisturizers. Formulated with natural extracts and skin
conditioners. EcoLogo™ certified.

GOJO® Purell® Advanced Instant Hand Sanitizer Foam
10160200

1200 mL ADX-12™

PRO-LINK® Paramount 1250 mL Foam Dispenser
Gray & White

ea

A compact fragrancing solution for small to medium size spaces.
Portable, sleek and very effective. Can be mounted on a wall. Uses
pure essential oils.

HYSO® HYScent Dual Dispenser
10116200-EA

ea

White

3/cs

Puts the power of Purell®, America's #1 instant hand sanitizer, in
an advanced non-aerosol foaming formula. Kills more than 99.99%
of most common germs. The thick, rich foam formula stays on your
hand. GOJO Sanitary Sealed™ refill helps lock out germs.

10160000

White

10116100-EA

Unique cylindrical design offers an ergonomic look. Ability to
alternate between two different fragrances. Odorizes up to 6000
cubic feet of space. Horizontal or vertical wall-mounting.

Contour™ Trigger Sprayers
107338

9 7/8"

Blue

250/cs

6/cs

Boldly designed and engineered for the highest reliability and easy
servicing. High capacity, ideal for high traffic areas, saving costs
with fewer change-outs. Large sight window for at a glance refill
status. ADA compliant.

Wide trigger and ergonomic shape for user comfort. Textured grip,
prevents slipping. High output - up to 30% more than competition.

32 oz. Plastic Handi-Hold Bottle
107168

75/cs

GOJO® Purell® ADX-12™ 1200 mL Dispenser
10159900

White/White

6/cs

28 mm/400 neck finish, made of polyethylene. 9 1/2"H x 3 3/8"D.

Solo® Heavy-Duty Hand Held Sprayer

Ideal for tight spaces. Large sight window, skylight and crystal
clear refill bottles make it easy to check fill status. Fully ADA
compliant. Lifetime guarantee.

10136800

2.25 Gal.

ea

HYSO® HYScent Fragrance Cartridges
10116600-CS
10116500-CS
10116400-CS

White
White
White

Linen
Ocean
Pomegranate Plum

6/cs
6/cs
6/cs

Refill cartridges are recyclable. Last between 45 and 60 days. All
of HYSO's fragrances are made from pure essential oils. HYSO
fragrances are also synergistically formulated with Odoraxe™, a
Malodor Technology scientifically designed and tested to effectively
counteract unpleasant odors Odorizes up to 6000 sq ft of space.
Green odor control at its very best.
For additional information Visit us at www.petproclean.com

High density polyethylene tanks with ultra-violet inhibitors are
exceptionally durable. 4.5" opening allows easy filling, & thorough
cleaning. Viton® seals: safe use with a wide variety of chemicals.

Solo® Two Gallon Foam Spayer
10136850

2.25 Gal.

ea

Pet ProClean
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Novex Multifold White Towel
107088

White

Novex Center Pull Towel
4000/cs

204987

9.25 x 9.5 multifold white towel. We use earth friendly
materials and components in our products.

800'

White

6/cs

We use earth friendly materials and components in our products.

Novex Magnolia Two-Ply Bath Tissue
Novex Multifold Brown Towel
196302

Brown

J4000

96/cs

4000/cs

Made in USA. 500 sheets per roll.

9.25 x 9.5 multifold brown towel. We use earth friendly
materials and components in our products.

Novex Magnolia Two-Ply Kitchen Roll Towel
Novex Dispenser Roll Towel
10079200

T71000
800'

White

We use earth friendly materials and components in our products.

Novex® Dispenser Roll Towel
106554

600'

Natural

85 ct.

30/cs

6/cs

6/cs

Premium embossed. Strong and absorbent. Made in USA.
8" x 11".

PRO-LINK® TuffSkins™ High Density Coreless Roll
Liners
106451
108436
108376

24 x 33
33 x 40
43 x 48

Black
Natural
Natural

8 mic
16 mic
16 mic

20/50/cs
10/25/cs
8/25/cs

We use earth friendly materials and components in our products.
The best choice for most common applications, such as office,
restroom and paper waste. These liners are extremely strong even
with lower gauges, distributing trash weight evenly throughout the
bag, virtually guaranteeing no leakage.

For additional information Visit us at www.petproclean.com
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Proline #47 Mr. Clean Thickened Acid Bowl Cleaner

Oliver Bright Laundry Detergent #50

107079-CS

226426

Laundry detergent; 1/4 dilution.

P&G Pro #16 Durable High Infinity Floor Finish
106423

32 oz.

12/cs

Highly effective mild acid formula helps keep toilet bowls/urinals
free of hard water build-up, while disinfecting under the rim and on
all contact surfaces. Designed for daily use. Detergent thickened
and clinging. 12 per case; squeeze bottle-spout.

36 lb.

P&G Dawn Manual Pot & Pan Detergent
106328-GL

4/cs

Gal.

Durable floor finish.

P&G Spic and Span® All-Purpose Spray & Glass
Cleaner
106324

32 fl. oz.

8/cs

A dependable dishwashing liquid that fights grease, leaving you
squeaky clean pots, pans and dishes.

P&G Dawn® Manual Pot & Pan Detergent
107762-BT

38 oz

Lemon Scent

8/cs

Simplifies cleaning. Cleans and disinfects multiple surfaces.
Dries streak-free. Hospital-grade disinfectant. Ready-to-use.
The #1 selling brand in the foodservice industry. Activates on
contact to quickly and easily clean the toughest grease.

PRO-LINK® Glass Cleaner
106797

19 oz. Net Wt.

12/cs

Non-streaking, non-smearing quick dry formula that does not leave
a film. Non-ammoniated and pleasant to use fragrance. NSF C1
registered.

For additional information Visit us at www.petproclean.com
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Safety Items

Impact® Chemical Splash Goggles w/Anti Fog

Powder Free Latex Disposable Gloves
106729

Medium

100/cs

108294

Made with USDA approved materials for safer food handling.
Snug, secure fit. 5 mil thickness. Rolled cuff.

Vinyl Disposable Gloves
106704

Powder Free Vinyl Disposable Gloves
Large

60/cs

5 mil, Powder Free
5 mil, Powder Free

12/12/cs

Wrap around style offers maximum coverage at the brow and
sides.Scratch-resistant polycarbonate. Black frame, clear lens.

10166100

Nitrile Disposable Gloves
Medium
Large

Black

Notrax® Sanitop® Wet Area Mats

100/cs

Made with USDA approved materials for safer food handling.
Seamless. Powder-free.

100/cs
100/cs

Disposable glove for chemical resistance. Available powdered
and powder free. Made with USDA accepted materials. Color:
Blue. 100 per box Ambidextrous.

Impact® Double Eye/Face Wash Station
ea

Black

Impact® English Only "Wet Floor" Sign
6/cs

Heavy-duty, high visible, easy-to-read wet floor caution signs.
10 3/4" L x 24 5/8" H x 1" W; yellow.

Impact® Lamba® Wet Floor Sign
112440

Durable, plastic station with two 16 oz. bottles of saline solution.
Wide mouth bottles provide initial flushing for alkali and acid splash

3' x 5'

A most resilient rubber compound that features a large-hole/smallhole drainage system for almost immediate drainage. Overall
thickness is 1/2 inch.

123443

225074

w/Anti Fog

Goggles with anti-fog lens, indirect ventilation vents. Clear frame,
clear lens, anti-fog. Adjustable elastic headband.

215738

Made with USDA approved materials for safer food handling.
Seamless. Powder-free. 5 MIL thickness.

167884
167883

Clear

Impact® Pro-Guard® Frontrunner™ Safety Glasses
10/100/cs

Medium

106705

www.PetProClean.com

5/cs

Heavy-duty, high visible, easy-to-read wet floor caution signs.
36" x 14". Yellow.

Guardian™ AquaGuard Gravity-Flow Portable Eyewash
10118800

Each

Portable eyewash station.
For additional information Visit us at www.petproclean.com
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Equipment

MaxiRough® Universal Dolly

Rubbermaid® 2 Shelf Heavy Duty Utility/Service
Cart

2/cs

222560

www.PetProClean.com

10166400

3" gray heavy duty non-marking swivel casters provide excellent
maneuverability on any surface. Attach trash containers with easy
twist on, twist off action. Fits all standard trash containers. Black.

Impact® Gator® Containers & Lids
224510

32 Gal.

45 1/4" L, Gray

ea

Sturdy structural foam construction won't rust, dent, chip or peel.
Standard cup holder and storage compartments on top shelf.
Rounded corners protect walls and furniture.

Rubbermaid® Ingredient Bin Systems
Gray

6/cs

10166500

3 1/2 cu ft.

ea

Highest quality polyethylene resin. One piece molded construction
creates high impact and crush resistance. Offset ridge for nesting.

The scoop hook system allows the scoop to be stored inside the
bin and out of the product for quick access.

41qt Soft Sided Wastebasket - Black

Karcher® BR30/4C Upright Automatic
Floor Scrubber - 12"

EA

110492

12"

218794

Rubbermaid® Slim Jim® Containers & Tops
133787

23 Gal. Gray

4/cs

ea

Provides a far more efficient and hygienic alternative to manual
mopping and scrubbing. Ideal for use on hard floors and tile.
Brush: one 12" cylindrical, 2.4" diameter, 1450 rpm speed.
Working Width: 12". Vacuum Motor: 1.1 hp; 32.8' power cord.

Nobles® Speed Scrub® Walk-Behind Scrub
Efficient size and shape fits tight spaces. Durable, all-plastic
construction is easy to clean and provides long life. Handled
versions facilitate easier transportation and lifting.

10114600
10114600

15" Cylindrical

ea

15" Cylindrical

ea

Rubbermaid® Xtra™ Utility Cart
10166300

300 lb.

Gray

ea

Durable, attractive carts storage and transportation. Metal uprights
& molded shelves engineered for durability and appearance.
Non-marketing 4" swivel casters. Hold a variety of equipment &
supplies up to 300 lbs. Open Sided. 40.63" L x 20" W x 37.8" H.

Remove even the toughest grime with the cylindrical brush
system's 33 lb of focused down pressure and 1200 rpm brush
speed.

Karcher® BD 40/12 C Bp Walk Behind
Scrubber -15"
10114500

15" Cylindrical

ea

The compact, battery-driven scrubber is an innovative and powerful
alternative for manual cleaning of smaller and medium sized areas.
Tank fresh/dirty water: 3 gal./3 gal.; Brush: 150RPM. Working width
(brushes): 15"; Working width (suction): 18".
For additional information Visit us at www.petproclean.com
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